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A. SEIDENBERG mapping Y/X into any element of F, and let P be the composite place. Then X, F, Y/X are finite at P, but d(Y/X)/dX = -Y/X 2 is not. 1 One reason that Posner's proof fails is that there are no parameters such as those of which he speaks, except in the case that the degree of transcendency of d7/F is 1. In that case, Posner's argument yields a proof.
3* A generalization* Let έ?he an arbitrary domain, with quotient field Σ. An element ae Σ is said to be quasi-integral over έ? if all powers of a are contained in a finite ^-module contained in Σ, or, what comes to the same, if there is a d e ^, d Φ 0, such that da p e &, p -0,1, , (see [2] ). If έ? is a Noetherian domain, then the concepts of integral dependence and quasi-integral dependence (for elements in Σ) become the same; but it is the concept of quasi-integral dependence, rather than that of integral dependence, which is adapted to our considerations. The elements in Σ that are quasi-integral over έ? form a ring &\ which in the case ^ is Noetherian is the integral closure & of &. The base field F plays little role, and it will be sufficient to assume that έ? contains the rational numbers. 
The last corollary can sometimes be used to prove that a given integral domain έ? is integrally closed (see [4] ). We first restrict ourselves to a class of integral domains & such that & -&*', for example, the class of Noetherian domains. Then we restrict ourselves further to a class ^ of domains έ? such that έ? has a conductor <^:^^(0), or equivalently, such that ^is contained in a finite έ?-module (contained in Σ), for example, the class of finite integral domains (see [7; p. 267] ), or quotient rings thereof, or the class of complete local domains (see [3; p. 114] 
4* Extension of D to ^
The above is a simplification of our original proof for a finite integral domain. The idea was that since E sends έ? [[t] ] into itself, it also sends the integral closure of [3; p. 116 
THEOREM. If & is completely integrally closed (i.e., if' 0" = &), then so is έ?[[t]]. More generally, for any έ?, (£?[[*]])'c £

Proof. Let a(t) be quasi-integral over <£?[[*]]. Then there is a d e έ?[[t]], d = d(t) Φ
]). Since έ? P [[t]] is integrally closed, also έ?[[t]] = Π & p [[i\] is integrally closed.
Now consider the statements A and B mentioned at the beginning. We say that A and B are equivalent. Recall that we are assuming that & contains the rational numbers.
B=> A. This follows at once from C, the first theorem of this section.
A => B. Let a be in the quotient field of &[[t]] and integral over έ?[[t]\. Then ae Σ[[t\], a -a Q + a t t +
. From an equation of integral dependence for a on έ? [[t] ], by placing t -0, one sees that a Q e έ?. Now apply A to the ring έ? [[t] To get a counter-example to Nagata's last exercise, one has but to take έ? to be a valuation ring of rank > 1 that contains a field. is irreducible (over the ground field F). Let (x, y) be a generic point of the curve over F. Let I) be a derivation of F(y)/F with Dy -1; since x is separable over F(y), D can be extended uniquely to a derivation, still to be denoted D, of F(y, x) . One finds -(p + l)x p Dx = 0, hence Dx = 0. Let £?= F [x, y] . Then D^a έ?. Now y/x is integral
